Abstract-A single thruster attitude and de-orbital control method is proposed, capable of delivering a small spin stabilized probe with payload to the surface of an airless body such as the Moon. Nutation removal, attitude control and fast large angle maneuvers have been demonstrated and shown to be effective using a model of a commercially available single standard cold gas pulse width modulated controlled thruster. Maximum final impact angle due to drift and residual velocities was found to be less than 5 degrees and the maximum angle of attack to be 4 deg. The conventional 3-axis control would require as many as twelve thrusters a more substantial structure with complex pipe-work, and a more sophisticated controller. The single thruster concept reduces launch mass and thus cost of the mission, making the concept of small networked surface probes for extended science missions more viable. Experiments based on computer simulation have shown that strict design and mission profile requirements can be fulfilled using the single thruster control method.
INTRODUCTION
here has been recent renewed activity in solar system exploration and exploitation, private companies and even competitive competitions, spurred on by proposals to establish permanent manned bases within and beyond the Earth-Moon system [1] , [2] . Ever increasing collaboration between agencies and countries bring ever greater resources together to meet the challenges of these goals. One area of research has been the study of using planetary penetrator probes to augment rover surface exploration; a significantly broader and deeper field of study then becomes possible from a single mission [3] .
Penetrators are defined as kinetic low mass probes which can impact the surface of a planetary body at a velocity sufficient so as to penetrate the surface to a depth up to a few meters, it is proposed that the penetrator could be left protruding the surface which would allow these probes to be additionally used as a communications relay and to provide a fixed navigation beacon.
Previous mission proposals such as Lunar-A, MoonLITE and Lunar-Glob included a proposal for penetrators, this platform type was deemed necessary in order to accomplish the required science objectives. The UK MoonLITE mission proposal's main goal was to be seismic detection hence investigating the lunar internal structure. Infra-red spectroscopic sensors capable of volatile substance analysis, which would be invaluable data for any long term lunar manned presence [4] .
The Lunar-A, Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), proposal in 1995 [5] proposed obtaining sub surface temperature measurements to determine uranium abundance and thus refractory metal composition of the lunar interior, this method might also be a useful tool for exploitation of resources for mining operations. Lunar-Glob was the Russian proposal whose science goals also planned to investigate the lunar refractory materials and volatiles [6] .
Research into these penetrator platforms has led to several technical challenges; platform stability, attitude and rhumb line control, sensor response time and inertial navigation whilst maintaining an effective mass and cost budget.
This paper investigates a low-cost minimal hardware approach system-level design capable of delivering a penetrator to the surface of an airless body, whilst observing attitude requirements and the de-orbit profile required to keep the payload intact when impacting the surface.
II. MISSION PROFILE REQUIREMENTS
In order to minimise overall mission mass and cost the lunar penetrator requires an optimal release and de-orbit profile. The angle between the longitudinal axis of the lunar penetrator and the flight path velocity vector at the time of impact should be no more than eight degrees [7] to prevent penetrator structural integrity collapse. Numerous previous surface penetration tests for Lunar-A had set the upper boundary for impact velocity to around 330 m/s and a nominal velocity of 285 m/s to ensure adequate penetration depth into the lunar regolith [8] . Lunar surface impact angle was also deemed to be optimal when orthogonal [9] ; these tests carried out by the ISAS concluded that an impact with an 11 degree angle of attack and 305 m/s velocity would result in a 3m penetration depth with a final rest angle 54 degrees from horizontal.
The angles of attack and impact therefore represent critical parameters for consideration in attitude system design, final velocity requirement and angle of impact error can be minimised by choosing the correct altitude and orbital parameters from which to de-orbit the penetrator.
Penetrator attitude control essentially requires pitch axis control with a fast re-orientation large angle nutation minimised manoeuvre and occasional yaw correction with the third axis spin stabilised. A rapid de-orbit velocity change together with active nutation damping are also required.
III. SINGLE THRUSTER CONCEPT
A rotating rocket projectile showed that using a low cost MEMS gyroscope, and an extended Kalman filter, angular rate measurements could be used to control the attitude of a spin stabilised rocket through the use of single shot solid motor thrusters mounted on the body [10] . An early paper in the Lunar-A proposal determined that the system needed to be as simple and mass economical as possible whilst maintaining adequate precision, hence restrictions on the availability of instruments and actuators. They concluded that the only option was to use rhumb line control [7] .
The Lunar-A penetrator relied on a single sun sensor and accelerometer as instrumentation with a single cold gas nitrogen thruster. The sun sensor was to provide a platform rotational pulse and sun angle used to compute the rhumb line orthogonal manoeuvre. The accelerometer would provide disturbance feedback to enable the pulse of the thruster to be timed to perform the precession.
The extensive Lunar-A modelling culminated in flight testing on board an ISAS sounding rocket (S-520-18) in January 1997 which reached an apogee of 309 km [11] . The control method they adopted was to use a compensated time delay algorithm, based on accelerometer feedback. This feedback improved the estimated contribution to the angle of attack from 0.7 degrees to an experimentally proven value of 0.1 degrees, reducing the final angle of attack to within the empirical criterion of 8 degrees [11] .
Spinning spacecraft may be controlled through the use of nutation free precession moments [12] - [14] . A pair of pulses fired from the same thruster at some calculable time separation, as long as no other thruster firing occurs during the time interval can be used to provide nutation free precession [13] . Active nutation control can be achieved to a satisfactory degree by introducing a controlled nutation to the system which then acts to cancel the existing nutation [13] .
The Euler equations of torque coupling can be used to define two pulses fired from the same thruster half the nutation period apart, the pitch y and yaw z velocities without inducing nutation as follows; As the nutation period is known we can identify the parameters of the nutation motion by obtaining the Fourier coefficients of the waveform from instrumentation. Some angular bias can simultaneously be removed with the nutation error by the application of two pulses t1 and t2 consecutively applied with reference to the phase shift if we take the correctional waveform as;
It then follows that if these two pulses are activated with an angular interval then according to Equations 3 and 4 the angular steady state control history can be described from "(5)" as follows [13] ;
If we also define;
Where in order to cancel the nutation we need to create a controlled nutation with amplitude nut_c = nut the time between the two pulses is then given by; 
The minimum impulse bit is limited by the thruster coil opening and spring closing hysteresis, a minimum acceptable value is in the order of 10ms (Marotta SV06), the maximum impulse is limited by the maximum thruster effective pulse width. This has a dependency on the cosine of the angle of half the pulse width angle /2 as the pulse width tends to 2 the effectiveness of momentum precession tends to zero with a maximum possible effective pulse width at /2 [14] .
IV. PROPOSED SINGLE THRUSTER CONTROL SYSTEM
Nutation free precession can be achieved by firing the two timed pulses in exact phase with the rotational and nutation frequency which is traditionally maintained by careful control of the rotational velocity requiring additional hardware and control such as a momentum wheel or more thrusters. An airless body penetrator mission profile however has a sequence of events to action and at each stage the rotational rate, momentum arm, and inertia matrix of the penetrator is different whilst also in turn changing with respect to time during each phase. The penetrator platform thus requires a simple computationally inexpensive control solution.
The mission requirement for these penetrators is of a sufficient short duration that cyclical external disturbances can be ignored and providing that the thruster paired pulsing is as close to the nutation half period as possible any coupling will be minimal and well within the gyroscopic stability. Thus the slow build-up of nutation and any yaw component can be effectively and timely removed using the nutation damping equations long before any significant instability arises.
In order to solve the unbalanced rotation to nutation ratio thruster pulse-pair [7] the Lunar-A proposed to use a pulsewidth pulse-amplitude method which involved the design and construction of a complex and expensive thruster valve capable of modulating the pulse profile width and thrust. This research develops a method which uses an industry standard pulse width modulated bang-bang type thruster such as the Marotta SV06 to control the attitude and to perform a fast rhumb line manoeuvres.
In order to keep the pair of pulses balanced they must be both fired so that the second pulse completely cancels the precession started by the first pulse. This can be achieved by firing the first pulse, such that the midpoint of the thruster pulse width acts as if it were fired at time T shown in Fig.1 and the second pulse is fired at a time T when the thruster is orthogonally aligned with the precession path as close to the half nutation period as possible which gives an attitude arc length of A with a residual angular error a. When the demand from the attitude controller calls for an angular attitude change AT the maximum impulse imp is first calculated, then from updated look up tables maximum A is calculated, AT is divided by the maximum A value to obtain the number of whole attitude pulse pair changes are required, the remainder is also calculated and this value is then used to determine F imp for the final pulse pair.
Number of MaxA pulses MaxA T = tm and is the midpoint thruster direction alignment for the first firing, orthogonal to and in the rotational direction ( b) of the direction in which the force acts; thus feedback to the controller can be obtained from an accelerometer if we take:
Essentially the alignment of T is orthogonal to the required attitude change direction. The second pulse of the pair T will have an error component due to the non-integer ratio between 
These control pulses do not contribute to the nutation of the platform, however due to uncertainties and disturbances there will be an unwanted nutation build up. 
TABLE.1 LUNAR PENETRATOR MASS AND INERTIA VALUES USED FOR SIMULATION
Penetrator mass distribution and inertia values are similar to those used in both the Lunar-A and the MoonLITE mission proposals shown in Table 1 which were used to generate a cylindrical model in Solid Works™ particular consideration was given to modelling the centre of mass as it changes over time in order to give proper consideration to the thruster momentum arm. This has enabled a better simulation of the torque and linear velocity components, and disturbance effects throughout the mission profile. The cold gas propellant ISP used for the simulations was nitrogen.
The following parameters were used in the simulation:
• The penetrator attitude control keeps the projectile body axis aligned with the trajectory, when the orbital control determines the time for descent the de-orbit solid fuel motor is ignited and the orbital velocity is reduced to almost zero such that the penetrator now falls almost vertically accelerating under gravity to the surface, the altitude will determine the impact velocity and the time for the rhumb line manoeuvre. The penetrator was given an initial rotational stability of 4 radians/s and the simulation, shown in Fig. 3 , indicated that the penetrator rotational velocity will increase to 34.3 radians/s as a result of mass ejection during the solid motor burn and discard stages; as a result we therefore have a maximum, non-axes impinging, time period between any two orthogonal axes of 45ms for attitude control, or a maximum 90ms half period for rhumb line firing. The nutation caused by the combustion and discard was analysed and shown in Fig.  3 , the 0.85 degree disturbance observed compares to the one degree of predicted amplitude. The descent simulation showed that the required velocity change for the solid motor burn duration, using typical performance values, to be 4.8 seconds; motor discard was set 2.2 seconds later.
The residual nutation was then cancelled at t = 47 seconds, shown in Fig. 4 , then a rapid rhumb line manoeuvre initiated at t = 70 seconds, shown in Fig. 5 , which involves a rapid sequence of angular precession changes. This manoeuvre was carried out by firing the thruster in a rapid succession where the pulses were separated by a 3/8 of the nutation period, shown in Fig. 2 , with no stabilization time. The maximum width thruster pulse can thus be fired repeatedly and almost in phase with the nutation period even without feedback control enabling a rapid change in penetrator attitude whilst minimizing any nutation. If we take all the downrange and cross-range error velocities integrated over time from the orbit transfer and deorbit, then we can obtain the angle of impact with the ground, where 90° would be ideal. The angle calculated from the simulation results was found to be less than five degrees with an angle of attack of four degrees calculated from the remaining attitude error; both angles were less than previous mission criteria [7] , [13] . The impact error ellipse is calculated from residual velocities causing drift and was found to be 8.3km x 6.8km, which was again within mission stated objectives [4] , [13] . 
VI. CONCLUSION
The ability to simplify the design of the attitude control of the penetrator along the pitch and yaw axes offers major advantages both in simplicity of design and associated cost savings increasing the potential utility of the design. The paper has shown how this can be achieved by using a single standard cold gas thruster controlling both axes simultaneously using only timed pulses. The simulations have shown that the nutation component caused by the ratio imbalance is small and is controllable using active nutation damping.
The rhumb line large angle attitude manoeuvre has been proven, in simulation, to be practically achievable during the limited descent time period using a single thruster with rapid pulsing. Sufficient time remained for further nutation damping and fine attitude adjustment prior to impact. The final angle of attack was found to be less than 4° and the angle of impact orthogonal to the surface less than 5° which would be improved by using sensor feedback to the control.
The major conclusion of the paper is therefore that a single bang-bang thruster can be applied to high velocity rapid deployment space missions and contribute to the development and design of smaller low-cost space probes. 
